Homophones
• A homo
homophone is a word that sounds the same as another word, but has a
diﬀerent meaning, spelling,and origin.
• Example: night and knight, flour and flower, see and sea

Circle the correct homophone and write it in the blank to complete each sentence.

1. My_____________ (write, right) shoulder got hurt.
2. The teacher ordered_____________ (four, for) picture books for the students.
3. Did you_____________ (hear, here) that Mrs. Sherrie is moving to Ohio?
4. We’ve_____________ (been, bean) working on this project for almost a month.

5. We’re not_____________ (aloud, allowed) to talk during the exams.
6. The_____________(sent, scent) of the perfume triggered my allergies.
7. Rebecca quickly glanced_____________(threw, through) the newspaper.
8. Drew spent the_____________(hole, whole) day organizing his home office.
Write two sentences using two of the homophones (words) that you didn’t circle.

9. ____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
10. ____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
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Homophones

Answer Key

• A homo
homophone is a word that sounds the same as another word, but has a
diﬀerent meaning, spelling,and origin.
• Example: night and knight, flour and flower, see and sea

Circle the correct homophone and write it in the blank to complete each sentence.

1. My_____________
(write, right) shoulder got hurt.
right

four
2. The teacher ordered_____________
(four, for) picture books for the students.
hear
3. Did you_____________
(hear, here) that Mrs. Sherrie is moving to Ohio?
been
4. We’ve_____________
(been, bean) working on this project for almost a month.
allowed (aloud, allowed) to talk during the exams.
5. We’re not_____________
scent
6. The_____________(sent,
scent) of the perfume triggered my allergies.
7. Rebecca quickly glanced_____________(threw,
through) the newspaper.
through

whole
8. Drew spent the_____________(hole,
whole) day organizing his home office.
Write two sentences using two of the homophones (words) that you didn’t circle.

Place your homework packets here in the basket.
9. ____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

My cat fell down the hole and was rescued by firemen.
10. ____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
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